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Background: Apatinib improves progression-free survival and overall survival with an 
acceptable safety profile in Chinese patients with chemotherapy-refractory advanced or 
metastatic gastric cancer. However, the efficacy and safety of apatinib are unclear for elderly 
patients. This study was undertaken to prospectively investigate the efficacy and safety of 
apatinib for elderly patients with unresectable advanced or metastatic gastric cancer, who 
experienced progression to at least one lines of chemotherapy.
Methods: This open-label, single-arm, phase II study enrolled patients aged ≥60 years with 
advanced gastric cancer, who experienced progression to one or more lines of chemotherapy 
at five centers in China. Patients received apatinib in an oral dose of 500mg or 250mg daily 
according to the research physicians’ decision. The primary end point was progression-free 
survival, and the secondary end points were objective response rate, disease control rate, 
overall survival, and safety.
Results: Forty-eight patients were enrolled between June 2017 and September 2019. The 
median age was 65.5 years (range 60–80 years). Twenty-seven patients (56.3%) started 
treatment with an initial dose of 500 mg and 21 patients (43.7%) with 250 mg. The median 
progression-free survival and overall survival were 3.00 months (95% confidence interval, 
2.17–3.84) and 8.10 months (95% confidence interval, 4.35–11.85), respectively. The objec-
tive response rate and disease control rate assessed by the investigators were 16.7% and 
72.9%, respectively. The common side effects were fatigue (58.3%), hypertension (47.9%), 
abdominal pain (33.3%), proteinuria (29.2%), leukopenia (22.9%), and neutropenia (20.8%). 
Hypertension (22.9%) was the major grade 3/4 toxicity.
Conclusion: These data suggest that apatinib is effective and relatively tolerable for elderly 
patients with unresectable advanced or metastatic gastric cancer who have received at least 
first-line chemotherapy.
Keywords: apatinib, efficacy, safety, elderly patients, advanced gastric cancer

Introduction
According to the newest global cancer statistics, gastric cancer (GC) is the fifth 
most commonly diagnosed cancer and the fourth leading cause of cancer death 
worldwide.1 Despite the slight decline of incidence, Eastern Asia still has the 
highest GC incidence rates, and because of the absence of early specific symptoms, 
80% of patients in China are diagnosed at advanced stages, with a low 5-year 
survival rate.2 In the past thirty years, fluorouracil- and platinum-based 
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chemotherapies were widely used in advanced or meta-
static GC, which improved the survival of patients by 
about half a year. However, the improvement of survival 
is limited by the finite chemotherapeutic drugs and toxicity 
caused by chemotherapy.

Nowadays, targeted therapeutic agents, including 
monoclonal antibodies and tyrosine kinase inhibitors 
(TKIs), have been shown to improve progression-free 
survival (PFS) or overall survival (OS) of advanced, recur-
rent, or metastatic gastric or gastroesophageal junction 
(GEJ) cancers by blocking the molecular signaling path-
way for tumor growth, such as human epidermal growth 
factor receptor 2 (HER2), programmed cell death protein 1 
(PD-1), and vascular endothelial growth factor receptor 
(VEGFR).3–6 Up to now, three FDA-approved targeted 
drugs, trastuzumab, pembrolizumab, and ramucirumab, 
have been used in advanced GC.7–11 Trastuzumab, 
a HER2 monoclonal antibody, combined with chemother-
apy as a first-line regimen significantly improved PFS and 
OS in HER2-positive advanced gastric or GEJ cancer, 
establishing the first targeted therapy in GC patients.3 

Pembrolizumab, a PD-1 antibody, was demonstrated effec-
tive with an ORR from 15.5% to 22% in PD-L1-positive 
gastric or GEJ adenocarcinoma patients who had pro-
gressed following two or more prior lines of therapy and 
acquired the similar OS, but a better safety profile, com-
pared with that of standard-dose paclitaxel in second-line 
therapy.4,12,13 Moreover, antiangiogenic agents have 
shown promising efficacy to date. Although the anti- 
VEGF monoclonal antibody bevacizumab failed to 
improve OS in advanced GC,14 ramucirumab, a fully 
human anti-VEGFR-2 monoclonal antibody, and apatinib, 
a novel VEGFR2 TKI, were proved to prolong both PFS 
and OS in patients with advanced GC.5,6,15,16

Apatinib is an orally administered small-molecule 
VEGFR2 TKI that has been proved effective and safe in 
patients with chemotherapy-refractory advanced or meta-
static GC. Previous phase II and III clinical trials indicated 
that compared to placebo, apatinib significantly improved 
PFS (3.67 vs 1.4 months, p<0.001; 2.6 vs 1.8 months, 
p<0.001) and OS (4.83 vs 2.5 months, p<0.001; 6.5 vs 
4.7 months, p=0.0149) in patients with advanced or meta-
static adenocarcinoma of the stomach or GEJ.6,16 Apatinib 
was subsequently approved in China for advanced or 
metastatic GC refractory to two or more lines of prior 
chemotherapy in 2014 and was considered as a standard 
third-line therapy in China.17,18

Nowadays, with the aging of the population, elderly 
people are more likely to be diagnosed with GC owing to 
the increased life expectancy.1 In China, approximately 
68.6% (465,900/679,100) of GCs occurred in patients 
over the age of 60, and they account for about 76.1% 
(379,000/498,000) of GC deaths.19 However, because of 
the comorbidities or age-related changes in pharmacoki-
netics and pharmacodynamics that may result in higher 
toxicity and increased risk of death, the inclusion of 
elderly patients in RCT is often hampered.20 In the phase 
II trial of apatinib, the median age of enrolled patients was 
55 years and 53 years in two apatinib groups, which means 
only a few participants were elderly patients.16 Moreover, 
there were just 21 elderly GC patients (>65 years) 
included in the apatinib group (n=176) with a median 
age of 58 years in the phase III clinical trial, and 
a subgroup analysis revealed no clinical benefit of apatinib 
in those elderly patients.6 Because of the limited number 
of elderly patients included, whether apatinib was effective 
and safe for elderly patients was still not clear. Hence, we 
conducted this multicenter, single-arm, phase II study to 
further investigate the efficacy and safety of apatinib in 
elderly patients with unresectable advanced or metastatic 
GC, progressed with or could not tolerate one or more 
lines of chemotherapy.

Materials and Methods
Study Design and Patients
This multicenter, single-arm, phase II clinical trial was 
conducted at five institutions in China. The aim of the 
study was to evaluate the efficacy and safety of apatinib 
in elderly patients with unresectable advanced or meta-
static GC, who progressed with or could not tolerate one 
or more lines of chemotherapy. The inclusion criteria 
comprised patients with histologically confirmed advanced 
or metastatic adenocarcinoma of the stomach or GEJ; age 
of 60 years or older upon enrollment; an Eastern 
Cooperative Oncology Group (ECOG) performance status 
(PS) of 0–2; progression with or intolerance to one or 
more lines of chemotherapy; at least one measurable lesion 
as defined by the Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid 
Tumors (RECIST) version 1.1; acceptable hematologic, 
cardiac, hepatic, pulmonary, and renal function; and esti-
mated life expectancy ≥3 months. Patients with any of the 
following conditions were excluded: difficulty in taking 
apatinib orally; uncontrolled central nervous system 
metastases; massive hydrothorax or ascites; proteinuria 2 
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+ or 24-hour urinary protein ≥1 g; recent traumatism or 
pathological fracture; uncontrolled blood pressure on med-
ication (≥140/90 mmHg); and chemotherapy in the past 28 
days before enrollment. Patients with bleeding tendency; 
receiving thrombolytics or anticoagulants; receiving intra-
venous antibiotic treatment; who had received ramuciru-
mab, bevacizumab, or other VEGF TKIs before; or with 
other primary malignancy (except basal cell skin cancer or 
cervical carcinoma in situ) were also excluded.

Treatment Plan
Patients received apatinib (Jiangsu Hengrui Medicine Co., 
Lianyungang, China) 250 mg or 500 mg orally at a fixed 
time, once a day, which was decided by the investigators 
according to the patients’ physical condition. Four weeks 
were defined as one treatment cycle. Dose reduction from 
500 mg to 250 mg, treatment interruption (≤14 days), and 
supportive therapy were allowed when severe adverse 
events (AEs) happened, and dose reescalation was also 
permitted when AEs were relieved. The treatment contin-
ued until the patients experienced disease progression or 
intolerable toxicity or withdrew informed consent.

Efficacy and Safety Assessment
The primary end point of our study was PFS, which was 
defined as the time from enrollment to disease progression 
or death. The secondary end points included objective 
response rate (ORR), disease control rate (DCR), OS, 
and safety. Objective response was defined as complete 
response (CR) or partial response (PR), and disease con-
trol included CR, PR, and stable disease (SD) according to 
RECIST guidelines (version 1.1). OS was calculated from 
enrollment to death from any cause. Physical examination, 
complete blood count (CBC), blood biochemistry, and 
contrast-enhanced computed tomography (CT) scan of 
the chest, abdomen, and pelvis were performed at baseline. 
Subsequently, physical examination and CBC were con-
ducted every 2 weeks; blood biochemistry including hepa-
tic and renal function tests was performed every 4 weeks. 
Tumor response to treatment was evaluated by contrast- 
enhanced CT scan every two treatment cycles (8 weeks) by 
the local investigators of each center.

All AEs were evaluated using the National Cancer 
Institute Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse 
Events version 4.0. For the first treatment cycle, toxicity 
was assessed every week and then biweekly during the 
following cycles.

Ethical Permission
This study was approved by the institutional research 
ethics committee of affiliated hospital of Qinghai 
University and conducted in accordance with the standards 
of the International Conference on Harmonization Good 
Clinical Practice Guidelines and the principles of the 
Helsinki Declaration of 1964 and later versions. Written 
informed consent was obtained from all patients prior to 
study enrollment. In addition, this study was registered at 
clinicaltrials.gov (identifier: NCT03104283).

Statistical Analysis
To calculate the sample size, we referred to the results of 
phase II and phase III clinical trials of apatinib.6,16 

Accordingly, the median PFS (mPFS) was 2.6–3.67 
months in the apatinib group. The expected mPFS in our 
study was 3.0 months. As a result, at a one-sided signifi-
cance level of 5% and a power of 80% and assuming 
a dropout rate of 10% with a recruiting time of 2 years 
and 1-year follow-up time, at least 47 patients were 
required for our study.

The mPFS and median OS (mOS) were estimated 
using the Kaplan–Meier method, and Greenwood’s for-
mula was used to calculate the 95% confidence interval 
(CI) of the survival rate. All statistical analyses were 
performed using SPSS software version 21.0 (SPSS Inc., 
Chicago, IL, United States). All p values were two sided, 
and p<0.05 was considered as statistically significant.

Results
Patient Characteristics
Forty-eight patients with unresectable advanced or meta-
static gastric or GEJ adenocarcinoma were enrolled 
from five institutions between June 2017 and 
September 2019 in China. Patient characteristics are 
listed in Table 1. The median age of all included 
patients was 65.5 years (range 60–80 years), and most 
patients were males (83.3%) and with metastatic disease 
(89.6%). About half of the patients had an ECOG per-
formance status score of 2 and more than two sites of 
metastasis, of which liver (52.1%) and lymph node 
(47.9%) metastases were more common.

Treatment Delivery
All enrolled patients received at least one cycle of 
apatinib. The median number of treatment cycles was 
3.62 (range 1.04–25.46) and the number of average 
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treatment cycles was 5.98 (range 1.04–25.46). Twenty- 
seven patients (56.3%) started the treatment with an 
initial dose of 500 mg, and nine of them experienced 

dose reduction from 500 mg to 250 mg because of drug- 
related grade 3 AEs. Others started with a dose of 
250 mg, according to the researchers, until disease pro-
gression. Thirteen patients (27.1%) received local ther-
apy or late-line chemotherapy after the progression of 
apatinib treatment.

Efficacy
The median follow-up time was 7.62 months. The mPFS 
was 3.00 months (95% CI, 2.17–3.84) (Figure 1), and 
mOS was 8.10 months (95% CI, 4.35–11.85) (Figure 2). 
The one-year survival rate was 22.9%. ORR assessed by 
the investigators was 16.7%, and DCR was 72.9% 
(Table 2).

Exploratory subgroup analysis showed that for 
patients receiving apatinib at 250 mg and 500 mg, the 
mPFS was 3.47 months and 2.80 months, respectively 
(p=0.385), and the mOS was 8.13 months and 5.40 
months, respectively (p=0.244). There was no significant 
difference in mPFS between patients with different 
ECOG PS scores (0–1 vs 2), different age groups (≥65 
vs 60–65), whether with AEs in the first 4 weeks, and 
whether with liver metastasis. Patients with ECOG PS 
score of 0–1 live much longer than those with ECOG 
PS scores of 2 with a mOS of 9.60 months and 3.83 
months (p=0.007), respectively. However, there was no 
significant difference in mOS between patients with 
different ages (≥65 vs 60–65), whether with AEs in 
the first 4 weeks and whether with liver metastasis 
(Figure 3A–J).

Safety
Treatment-related AEs of different grades are shown in 
Table 3. The most common AEs of grade 3 or 4 were 
hypertension (22.9%) followed by neutropenia (4.2%) 
and mucosal inflammation (4.2%). Fatigue was the 
most common AEs of any grade, with an incidence of 
58.3%. Other common AEs of any grade included 
hypertension (47.9%), abdominal pain (33.3%), protei-
nuria (29.2%), leukopenia (22.9%), and neutropenia 
(20.8%). The incidence rates of any grade hypertension 
in patients with or without a history of hypertension 
were 83.3% (10/12) and 36.1% (13/36), respectively. 
And the incidence rates of grade 3 to 4 hypertension 
were 50.0% (6/12) and 13.9% (5/36) in these two 
groups of patients.

Moreover, three patients experienced various degrees 
of gastrointestinal bleeding while on medicine. Nine 

Table 1 Patient Demographics and Clinical Characteristics

Characteristic Number Percentage (%)

Age (years)
60–65 16 33.3

≥65 32 66.7

Gender

Male 40 83.3
Female 8 16.7

ECOG performance status
0 1 2.1

1 23 47.9

2 24 50.0

Primary tumor site

Gastric 29 60.4
Gastroesophageal junction 19 39.6

Prior surgery of primary lesion
Yes 21 43.8

No 27 56.2

Clinical staging

III 5 10.4

IV 43 89.6

No. of metastatic sites

<2 24 50.0
≥2 24 50.0

Metastatic sites
Liver 25 52.1

Lung 7 14.6

Lymph node 23 47.9
Peritoneum 6 12.5

Bone 2 4.2

Others (spleen, ovary et al) 13 27.1

No. of previous chemotherapy lines

1 35 72.9
≥2 13 27.1

Prior radiotherapy
Yes 3 6.2

No 45 93.8

History of hypertension

Yes 12 25.0

No 36 75.0

Initial dose (mg)
250 21 43.7

500 27 56.3

Abbreviation: ECOG, Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group.
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patients (18.8%) experienced dose reduction because of 
hypertension (n=3), upper gastrointestinal hemorrhage 
(n=2), fatigue (n=2), mucosal inflammation (n=1), and 
hand-foot syndrome (n=1). There was no drug-related 
mortality.

Discussion
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first prospec-
tive clinical trial that aims to investigate the 
efficacy and safety of apatinib in elderly GC patients. 

The 3.00-month mPFS showed that this study met the 
primary end point previously determined. In addition, 
the ORR and DCR were relatively high (16.7% and 
72.9%, respectively), and the median OS was as 
long as 8.10 months. Moreover, apatinib was well- 
tolerated with manageable toxicities in elderly patients 
with GC.

As it is known, the incidence of gastric or GEJ 
adenocarcinoma increases with age. According to 
a Stomach cancer Pooling (StoP) project, the median 

Figure 1 Kaplan–Meier plot of progression-free survival.

Figure 2 Kaplan–Meier plot of overall survival.
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age for patients with GC is 61 years, which means half 
of the GC patients are older than 61 years.21 However, 
owing to the strict selection and underrepresentation of 
elderly patients in clinical trials, there are limited data 
concerning GC treatment in this specific age group.22,23 

Most of the data about elderly GC patients are from 
subgroup analyses of randomized clinical trials or 
small phase II studies. Moreover, elderly patients 
included in clinical trials tend to be in good physical 
condition, and those with comorbidities are usually 
excluded. Furthermore, elderly patients are usually 
associated with progressive reduction in functional 
reserve, more chronic diseases, and changes of phar-
macokinetics and pharmacodynamics, which may lead 
to higher toxicity and more risk of treatment-related 
death.24

Although there are limited data available regarding 
the efficacy and safety of angiogenesis-targeted agents 
in elderly patients with advanced GC, ramucirumab has 
been proved effective and safe for elderly patients with 
advanced gastric or GEJ adenocarcinoma in the sub-
group analyses of two randomized phase III trials.5,15 

In the randomized phase III RAINBOW trial, the addi-
tion of ramucirumab to paclitaxel resulted in 
a significant improvement in PFS (HR 0.673, 95% CI 
0.506–0.894) in patients equal to or greater than 65 
years old with a higher rate of grade 3 or 4 neutropenia 
(49% vs 24%).15 The REGARD trial revealed that 
compared with placebo, the monotherapy of ramuciru-
mab for previously treated advanced gastric or GEJ 
adenocarcinoma also offered a benefit in PFS (HR 
0.49, 95% CI 0.319–0.752) in patients ≥65 years old.5 

In addition, Subpopulation Treatment Effect Pattern 
Plot (STEPP) analysis of RAINBOW and REGARD 
studies indicated that ramucirumab conferred improve-
ments in efficacy across age groups (≤45 years, 

<65 years, ≥65 years, and ≥70 years), with similar 
toxicity.25

Moreover, phase II and III clinical trials of apatinib 
have indicated its efficacy and safety in patients with 
chemotherapy-refractory advanced or metastatic adeno-
carcinoma of the stomach or GEJ.6,16 GC patients aged 
between 18 years and 70 years were included in these 
two clinical trials. The median age of enrolled patients 
in the phase II study was 53 years and 55 years in two 
apatinib groups, which means that just a small amount 
of elderly patients were included, and in the phase III 
trial, only 12% (21/176) of patients who received the 
apatinib treatment were older than 65 years, and the 
subgroup analysis showed no PFS benefit compared 
with that in placebo, which might be attributed to the 
limited number of elderly patients.6,16 Hence, whether 
elderly patients would benefit from apatinib was not 
clear until now.

In our study, all enrolled patients were equal to or 
older than 60 years and the mPFS met the primary end 
point previously determined. The PFS benefits (mPFS: 
3.00 months [95% CI, 2.17–3.84]) in our study were 
better than those in the REGARD trial with ramuciru-
mab monotherapy for previously treated advanced gas-
tric or GEJ adenocarcinoma (mPFS: 2.1 months 
[interquartile range 1.3–4.2]) and the phase III study of 
apatinib monotherapy for those who experienced at least 
two lines of chemotherapy failure (mPFS, 2.6 months 
[95% CI 2.0–2.9]).5,6 The mOS of all patients was also 
higher than that of the phase III trial (8.10 months; 95% 
CI, 4.35–11.85] vs 6.5 months; 95% CI, 4.8–7.6). 
Moreover, patients in our study also had a higher ORR 
and DCR than those in the phase III trial (16.7% vs 
2.84%; 72.9% vs 42.05%). A possible reason might be 
that most patients (72.9%) in our study only received 
first-line chemotherapy. In addition, the global phase III 
study of apatinib, ANGEL trial, showed that mPFS, 
ORR, and DCR were significantly improved with apati-
nib (2.83 months vs 1.77 months, HR=0.57, 95% CI 
0.46–0.79, p<0.0001; 6.87% vs 0%, p=0.0020; 42.37% 
vs 13.08%, p<0.0001) in patients which were similar 
with the phase III trial in Chinese patients.26 In this 
global study, although OS was not significantly 
improved in the overall population with advanced/meta-
static GC who failed ≥2 prior chemotherapy regimens, 
most other efficacy endpoints including OS in patients 
received ≥4th line treatment, PFS, ORR, and DCR 

Table 2 Tumor Responses (N=48) Based on RECIST (Version 1.1)

Responses n (%)

Complete response 0 (0.0)
Partial response 8 (16.7)

Stable disease 27 (56.2)

Progressive disease 13 (27.1)
Overall response rate 16.7

Disease control rate 72.9

Abbreviations: RECIST, Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumor; CI, con-
fidence interval.
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suggest that apatinib is effective and generally well 
tolerated.26

Regarding the oral dose of apatinib, although the 
recommended dosage was 850 mg once daily according 
to two key studies of apatinib, the dose of 250–850 mg 
was widely used by attending oncologists in China. 
Recently, a real-world study of apatinib in advanced 
GC patients in China (AHEAD-G202) with 337 
patients included showed that majority (95.6%) of 
patients received the dose of 250–500 mg and only 
15 (4.4%) patients took 675–850 mg as the starting 

dose.27 Moreover, the sub-analysis of the AHEAD- 
G202 study revealed no significant difference in 
PFS and OS among the low- (250 mg), mid- (425– 
500 mg), and high-dose (625–850 mg) groups.28 In 
our study, the initial dosage of apatinib was 250 mg 
or 500 mg once daily at the discretion of the investi-
gators. Our study also showed that there was no dif-
ference in mPFS (3.47 months vs 2.80 months, p = 
0.385) and mOS (8.13 months vs 5.40 months, p = 
0.244) between patients receiving dosage of 250 mg 
and 500 mg.

Figure 3 Kaplan–Meier plots of progression-free survival and overall survival of different subgroups. Plots (A and B) show progression-free survival and overall survival 
according to different initial dose (500 mg vs 250 mg) of apatinib. Plots (C and D) show progression-free survival and overall survival according to different ECOG scores (0– 
1 vs 2). Plots (E and F) show progression-free survival and overall survival according to different ages (≥ 65 years vs 60–65 years). Plots (G and H) show progression-free 
survival and overall survival according to whether any grade of AEs (including hypertension, proteinuria and hand-foot syndrome) happened during the first 4 weeks of 
medication. Plots (I and J) show progression-free survival and overall survival according to whether there is liver metastasis.
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Despite the inspiring improvement of PFS and OS, 
apatinib has also caused various AEs to GC patients, 
which might reduce the quality of their life. For anti-
angiogenic therapy, hypertension, proteinuria, hand- 
foot syndrome, and fatigue are the most common non- 
hematologic AEs. In our study, the most common AE 
of any grade was fatigue (58.3%), and the second was 
hypertension (47.9%), which were much higher com-
pared with that of previous clinical trials6,16 in spite of 
the low dosage of apatinib. This might be partly 
because of the elderly patients among whom 25% had 
essential hypertension. The result of our study showed 
that compared to patients without a history of hyper-
tension, patients with essential hypertension developed 
more hypertension of any grade (83.3% vs 36.1%) and 
grade 3 to 4 (50.0% vs 13.9%). In addition, less pro-
teinuria (29.2%), hand-foot syndrome (16.7%), and 
hematologic toxicities were observed, which could be 
attributed to the low dose. Notably, eight patients 
(16.7%) experienced mucosal inflammation of different 
grades.

Our study has several limitations. First, this study was 
a phase II, single-arm study with a limited sample size. 
Second, the study was only conducted in Chinese patients, 
so the generalization of apatinib to GC patients of other 
populations is limited. Third, we selected 60 years of age 
as the threshold of elderly patients which might be differ-
ent from that of some other studies.

In conclusion, our study indicates that apatinib is effec-
tive in elderly patients with unresectable advanced or 
metastatic gastric or GEJ adenocarcinoma, who have 
already experienced one or more lines of chemotherapy. 
The most common side effects of apatinib for elderly 
patients were fatigue and hypertension. Given that the 
sample size of this study was small, further investigation 
with much more participants is warranted for verification.
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Table 3 Adverse Events (N=48) Based on CTCAE (Version 4.0)

Adverse Events Grade Total Grade 3/4

1 2 3 4 n (%) n (%)

Hypertension 4 8 11 0 23 (47.9) 11 (22.9)

Proteinuria 12 2 0 0 14 (29.2) 0 (0.0)

Hand-foot syndrome 5 3 0 0 8 (16.7) 0 (0.0)

Leukopenia 5 5 1 0 11 (22.9) 1 (2.1)

Neutropenia 5 3 2 0 10 (20.8) 2 (4.2)

Anemia 6 3 0 0 9 (18.7) 0 (0.0)

Thombocytopenia 4 2 1 0 7 (14.6) 1 (2.1)

Elevated transaminase 8 0 1 0 9 (18.7) 1 (2.1)

Bleeding 1 1 1 0 3 (6.2) 1 (2.1)

Nausea 5 2 0 0 7 (14.6) 0 (0.0)

Vomiting 8 0 0 0 8 (16.7) 0 (0.0)

Diarrhea 5 3 0 0 8 (16.7) 0 (0.0)

Fatigue 14 14 0 0 28 (58.3) 0 (0.0)

Abdominal pain 11 4 1 0 16 (33.3) 1 (2.1)

Mucosal inflammation 5 1 2 0 8 (16.7) 2 (4.2)

Abbreviation: CTCAE, Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events.
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